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Ten Miles to Turn 2
By Ken Krebaum

Photo By: Ernie Butcher

Experimental Aircraft Association!
Ten miles to turn two. GPS shows
two minutes and fifty-two seconds.
Can't yet see the Corsicanna (KCRS)
airport. Turn two waypoint is mid-field
KCRS. Switch from race frequency to
KCRS common traffic frequency. An
aircraft ahead calls "Race 62 turn
two" for the spotters. Check throttle,
prop, mixture full forward. Fuel flow
14 gph. Check minimum altitude 1000
feet AGL per the race briefing.
CHTs holding in the 360's. Pressures
and temps in the green. TAS shows 211
mph. Turbulence not too bad
considering surface winds at 20. GPS
shows on track.
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Five miles out. One minute and
twenty-five seconds. KCRS in sight.
Scan picks out a race aircraft ahead
and higher. Estimate thirty seconds
ahead.
Four miles out. One minute and nine
seconds. Autopilot off. Great in
between turns to allow scanning for
traffic, obstacles, the next waypoint,
and managing aircraft systems. Not
good at making pylon turns.
Two miles out. Thirty four seconds.
Can see KCRS has a wind sock at mid
field. Use this as the turn point.
Aircraft ahead hasn't started his turn.
Turn will be left from a heading of 220
to 070. Keep the wind sock at about
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eleven o'clock. Try to make it the apex
of the turn. Aircraft ahead is in its
turn. He calls, "Race 88 turn two."
Looks like a wide turn.
See Racing on page 4...
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Other Upcoming Events
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runway crosswind
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Junewill
2 EAA
The program
begin Chapter 1246 - First Saturday
promptly
at 7 p.m. and
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finish
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Collin
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Roberts
Hangar
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Hangars
Association
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one not in
to the
be missed.
Along
with the
personal commentary
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manyam.
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Marvin
Brott
MichaeltoStephen
See
you
there!
will provide their views on what’s hot and what’s not at
Oshkosh June
and Jim
Canniff Salvage
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Sun N’Summer
Fun from
the
Saturday
9, Aircraft
of Dallas
sale.
eyes- of
a multi-year volunteer.
9am
3pm
Lancaster
Airport.
www.asod.com
Don’t miss
this great
event, see you there!

ThereBOD
are several
There
a AeroWeather
The
meeting versions.
will be held
on isJuly
10th at the
Lite,
which
is
the
free
version.
I
for the
Farmers Branch Manske Library at 7:00 PM.opted
The minutes
AeroWeather
Pro
version
which
has
more
functionality
from the April BOD meeting recorded by Frank Prokop are
andfollows:
costs a whopping $3.99. I also have the ipad version,
as
so I can be informed on a larger scale.
In attendance: Michael Stephan, Jim Canniff, Frank
The presentaion
is pretty
to use.Ann
A quick
lookNorm
at the
Prokop,
Bruce Fuller,
Bradeasy
Roberts,
Asberry,
column
on
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right
will
let
me
know
if
the
airport
is
VFR,
Biron, Sam Cooper, Mel Asberry, and Pete Miller.
IFR or LIFR.
August Schedule:

Saturday, June 23, Fly-In / Drive-In Pancake Breakfast
August
Fly-out
and
WINGS11th
Seminar
0800
1100
Oh Boy! Breakfast at Grand Prairie Municipal
Granbury
Municipal
Airport,
TXthe
4thnew
Saturday
Airport (GPM).
The
plan isGranbury,
to meet at
terminal
Fly-In
/
Drive-In
Pancake
Breakfast
(0800-1000)
building, 8:30 am, to enjoy some good breakfastand
anda then
WINGS
Thefield
Cityand
of Granbury
depart toSeminar
various(0900-1100).
locations on the
in the hangars to
invites
you and
to spend
a beautiful
morning
the
view some
of friends
the local
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To name
a few,atBruce
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to enjoy thewell
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of others who
Fuller and
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on the Bearhawk,
Bill share
Bracken
your
for all
pancakes,
has passion
his Glastar
on things
floats aviation.
now, andEnjoy
of course
there are the
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for the
and
many projects
Stephen
hasWINGS
locatedseminar
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get
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your next other
Flight Review.
hangars.
Additionally,
projects and flying
http://www.granbury.org/index.aspx?nid=29
experimentals abound at GPM.
Driving or flying will net you a day of airplane fun.

Aviation
Apps
Please join in.
As always, the more the merrier.
By Michael Stephan

It is an app filled world for me with my iphone and my
recent addition of the ipad. I carry the phone with me all
the time and have all my favorite applications at the ready.
Some of them are used daily. In fact, I call my iphone my
best friend, because it always has an answer to my
questions, and it never complains about the dumb questions
I ask it.
It has several aviation applications that I use. Most of the
apps pertain to weather. My favorite is an App called
AeroWeather. It givs the metars for any airport with a
reporting station. I have a list of many of the local airports
and it gives me the current weather information. The ipad
version
me Bearhawk
the same information
Brucegive
Fuller’s
Project. on a bigger screen,
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August 7th Chapter meeting: Airventure 2012 Review.
Michael Stephan and Marvin Brott presenting.
August 11 Fly-in: Grand Prairie For Breakfast. 8:30am
August 14 BOD meeting
August 28 Social: Social gathering at Jim and Pat Walters.
September Schedule
Sept 4 Chapter Meeting: Rusty Thetford News Helicopter.
Sept 8 Fly in: Pecan Plantation Fall Fly-in.
Other Business:
Brad Roberts delivered the Treasurer’s Monthly Report.
Ann Asberry updated us on the Christmas Party planning.
The Chapter’s upcoming 50th Anniversary was discussed,
along with things we can do to highlight and celebrate.
The Board the upcoming fly-in (in conjunction with the
NTEAACO group) in Terrell.
The Board also recommended a change to the Chapter
meeting structure.

August 28th Social Gathering

August 28th at 7 p.m. an evening social is planned at the
home of Jim and Pat Walters. Jim has a flying RV-8 so
there is no project to view but there are always hangar tales
and flying experiences revealed not to mention some tasty
snacks
provided
byalso
the Walter’s.
Recent
versions
include a weather radar page. It is
Their
address
6302 Fitzgerald
Garland
75044,
the most
used is:
aviation
app on myCourt,
phone.
Try it out.
phone: 972-495-6203

Ray Heyde
2550 East Trinity Mills Road
Suite 126
Carrollton, TX 75006
ph: 940-453-2852
info@ATRCsim.com
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Presidents Message

From the President’s Desk
By Michael Stephan

Rarely does Oshkosh end before the newsletter goes to print, but this was one of those years. But, since I already had
some good articles, I am holding off an Oshkosh report till September. If you can’t wait that long, then come to the August
Chapter meeting where it will dominate the discussion.
Marvin and I, have quite a few pictures and there was some
very interesting planes there.
In 2013, the Chapter 168 celebrates its 50th anniversary.
So, we are looking to have some special things in the
upcoming months and next year. We will highlight the 50
years of Chapter 168 history.
As far as flying events go, August is pretty hot around here,
but September is just around the corner and the fall fly-ins
hit the calendar. In September Chapter 983 hosts its Fall Flyin at Pecan Plantation. The weekend of October 19-21,
Cedar Mills hosts its annual Splash-In. I like to camp out at
this event with other Chapter members. I hope many of you
can participate in the fun.
I am currently working on a few RV projects in my hangar
at Grand Prairie. Come by after the breakfast in the terminal
on Sat August 11, and see them.
Ken Krebaum and Michael Stephan’s RV-8s resting on the
return trip from Oshkosh.
Stay cool, and fly safe.

Grand Prairie’s New Restaurant
By Michael Stephan

Recently Grand Prairie Airport celebrated the Grand
Opening of the new restaurant in the terminal building.
They serve breakfast, lunch and dinner. I have had
several lunches there, but haven’t had the breakfast yet.
This month our Chapter fly-in will be to Grand Prairie
for breakfast, and we can check it out.
The other day when driving by the terminal building, I
noticed a new piece of artwork adorning the lawn in
front of the building. It is a statue of three kids
launching a model airplane while leaning out over a
branch of small tree.
A little bit of culture at our fine airport.
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competition is then to turn in the fastest time in class rather
than be first to the finish line. In the opening paragraphs I
described having the aircraft ahead of me in sight during
the entrance and exit to the turn. This happens sometimes
but not every race. In about half of the races I have lost
sight of the preceding aircraft after the first few miles and
never regained contact.

Racing

Quarter mile out. Four seconds. Call the turn: "Race
117 turn two." Roll fifty degrees left and pull. A little more
pull to maintain altitude. Wind is from the south at 20
knots. Roll out on a heading of 070 and wind drift will
probably put me right on the outbound track. Heading
coming up on 080. Roll wings level. Heading 070. GPS
shows on track. Turn back to heading 080 for wind drift.
Engage autopilot.
Aircraft ahead is at one o'clock and about five hundred
feet higher. Slight tail wind on this heading. He's looking
for stronger wind with altitude. If so, it'll be much more
benefit on the last two legs, headings 296 and 346 degrees.
Estimate he's about 15 seconds ahead. Since he started 30
seconds ahead, this makes my race time about 15 seconds
better at this point. But if he flies a tight race he can get
this back in the descent at the finish. I'll remain at 1000
feet AGL and see what happens.
Time to brief turn three.
This was life at turn two during the recent Sport Air
Racing League (SARL) event at Terrell, Texas. SARL
promotes air racing for experimental and production
aircraft. Race courses generally consist of 5-8 legs totaling
100-150 miles, with an abbreviated course for slower
aircraft. No specific racing experience or training is
required. Safety is paramount and anyone with a pilot’s
license, an airworthy aircraft, and liability insurance is
encouraged to participate. Aircraft launch at thirty second
intervals, in fastest-to-slowest starting order. This
minimizes passing. It also eliminates wing-to-wing racing
as seen at Reno. Insurance companies like this. The
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Race courses are established over semi-populated areas
and coordinated with the locals. Minimum altitudes are per
the FARs. Race turn points are typically surface features
such as uncontrolled airports (mid-field or runway
thresholds), dams, bridges, and water towers. Pre-race
information includes GPS coordinates for each turn point
along with start and finish waypoints. Google Earth
pictures are usually included. It's difficult to fly a tight race
without GPS, especially since many of the turns can only
be identified visually and by latitude/longitude. Serious
racers fly the course before the race. Identifying a turn
point at 500 feet AGL and 200+ mph can be difficult when,
for instance, the turn point is the threshold of a grass
runway. At this speed and altitude, most of rural Northeast
Texas looks like a grass runway. A preview of what to look
for helps immensely.
SARL is a Texas- operation. It was started in 2007 by
Mike Thompson from Taylor, Texas. In 2012 there are
twenty-one races scheduled throughout the U.S., with seven
of these in Texas. One of the early spring races was at
Taylor, and Taylor is also the site of the season finale in
November. The first four races were held in Texas at North
Texas Regional (Sherman), Taylor, Llano, and Terrell.
Remaining Texas races are at Jasper, Galveston, and Taylor.
The SARL website is www.sportairrace.org which contains
the calendar of events, race results, and general information
about SARL.
For scoring purposes, race aircraft are divided into
classes. There are 27 experimental classes, 27 factory-built
classes, and 8 heavy-metal (warbird) classes. Divisions
within these groups are determined by a combination of
engine cubic inches, nominal engine horse power,
induction type (forced or normally-aspirated), retract or
fixed gear, and single or twin engines. For any given
aircraft, the in-class competition should have little or no
inherent advantage. The class with the most competitors is
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usually the 180 horsepower, normally-aspirated, RV class,
called RV Blue. There is an RV Gold class for 200+
horsepower RVs and an RV Red class for O-320 powered
RVs.
Typical RV Blue race speeds range from 200 mph to 220
mph. This variation is due to several factors. Seemingly
identical aircraft, flown equally well, can vary 3-10 mph.
Good turn technique can add another 5-8 mph. A very tight
turn minimizes distance traveled but is offset by speed lost
due to increased induced drag. For my RV-8, a 50 degree
bank seems to be most effective. It is also important to
make the turn point on the ground the apex of the aircraft's
turn and avoid overshooting. Turn technique becomes even
more important in races with a lot of turns.
Another factor is altitude strategy. Since wind speed
generally increases with altitude, climbing on a downwind
leg can increase the tail wind component. This strategy is
not without risk since the hoped-for tail wind may not exist.
Speed lost in the climb is never entirely regained in the
descent.
Other major factors are airframe modifications to reduce
drag and engine modifications to increase power. These
can add another 10 mph or sometimes much more
depending on their extent. Typical airframe modifications
are control surface gap seals, additional fairings, and
cowling intake and exit modifications to reduce cooling
drag. Racing wingtips can also to reduce drag. While not a
modification per se, before a race some cover panel and
fairing gaps with tape to smooth airflow and reduce
interference drag. Typical engine modifications include
high-compression pistons along with cylinder head porting,

polishing, and flow balancing. Custom exhaust systems
can also be used.
Below is a list of fastest recorded race speeds by aircraft
type. The list does not include all types flown in SARL
races. I have listed mostly homebuilts with a few factorybuilts thrown in for comparison. Don’t conclude a listed
speed represents the maximum potential of any aircraft
type. In addition to the basic aircraft capability, these
speeds depend on how aggressively the pilot chooses to run
and the extent of airframe and engine modifications. These
speeds are only for closed-course races, which limits the
effect of wind on average course speed.
Aircraft

Speed Aircraft

Speed

Mooney
251 201

188

242 RV-9

184

Lancair
Legacy
SX-300

316

Turbine
Legend
P-51D

311 RV-8

232 Sonerai I

181

304 RV-7
Bonanza
297 S35

223 KR-2
Christen
223 Eagle

176

275 RV-10

220 Globe Swift 171

272 RV-4

163

266 RV-6A

216 Glastar
Cherokee
216 140

264 RV-6
Quickie
260 Q-200

215 Cessna 150
Zodiac
212 CH601

136

256 RV-7A

208 Ercoupe

110

254 Mustang II

207

Glasair III
EVO
Rocket
Polen
Special
Glasair I
TD
Lancair
360
F1 Rocket
Berkut
360
RV Super
6
Glasair I
RG

T-28

Speed Aircraft

Harmon
315 Rocket II

174

142

111

252 Cessna P210 201

The Glastar is Norm Biron's. The P-51, flown by Claude
Hendrickson, has run only three races and none this year. I
am guessing in his first race he ran at a power setting
giving 295 mph and figured that would outrun any
competition, but was surprised to discover that the
SX-300's could actually run 300+ mph. Even afterward he
seems to have run it only hard enough to ensure that he
turns the best speed of the race. The Glasair I TD, flown by
Bruce Hammer, is the fixed-gear version with a raceprepared Lycoming parallel valve IO-360 turning a fixedpitch race prop at 3000+ rpm. It has an extensively
modified cowling, with an interesting array of internal
engine compartment molded shapes and vanes to smooth
and direct the cooling air flow to its exit. In 2006 Bruce set
the transcontinental eastbound record in the 1,102 - 2,205
pounnd class at 258 mph. The Cessna 150 speed of 136
mph is impressive. It must have the O-320 STC.
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Bad Butch Comes to Aero Country
By Marvin Brott

Michael asked me if there is anything new at Aero
Country that could be included in the Chapter 168
newsletter. The answer is a big yes as several months ago a
one-of-a-kind airplane called the McCullocoupe showed up
and the new owner is Ben Morphew. Let me spend some
time outlining the significance of the McCullocoupe and a
little about Ben and his involvement in aviation.
After Assessing the Competition, the P-51 Driver
Decides to Run the Race Gear-Down
This form of racing is challenging and fun. My RV-8
generally runs in the middle of the pack. Without some
drag reduction and engine upgrades, it will never compete
with those that typically run around 220 mph. My
challenge is to continually improve my race technique. It’s
not easy and the results are not consistent, but I have
improved my speed from 205 to 211 mph over eight races.
SARL racing is very accessible to those in the DFW area,
with two races almost local (Sherman and Terrell), three
within 200 miles (two at Taylor and one at Llano), and two
more in Texas (Galveston and Jasper). All that's required
is a pilot’s license, an airworthy aircraft, liability insurance,
and a desire for a little adventure.

EAA Chapter 168 Member Norm Biron at the
Galveston 2011 Race
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When it comes to Aero Country and unique , Ben is
legend in his own time. Ken Krebaum and I have watched
for over thirty years as Ben has owned and flown a series of
really interesting aircraft. In fact the count is around fifty.
Just a few that I remember are a 1950 Callair, John
Nyquist’s (chapter member years ago) Jungmeister, Bruce
Whittig’s Midget Mustang, a red Pitts Model 12 Serial
#003 built by Ben, a 1964 Meyers 200, and recently a
RLU-1 Breezy and Davis DA-2A. He also had the
prototype One Design where he did an outstanding job of
showing the fabulous performance of its aerobatic
capabilities at Oshkosh. The list could go on but I believe
he really hit the jackpot with this McCullocoupe. And as
you might guess from this collection of airplanes and
airshow work, he is the best stick-and-rudder person
around.
I am sure you have guessed by now that the
McCullocoupe is connected to the “Monocoupe” that icon
from the 1930s. All of us built a model of the Monocoupe
when we were kids. Budd Davisson claimed that it was not
just an airplane of the 1930’s, but to many, it is THE
airplane of the 1930’s. They had a classic look like a
bulldog with that squeezed down rear fuselage which
became the signature identifier for Monocoupes. The first
Monocoupe was designed by Don Luscombe and, yes he
started Luscombe Aircraft in the 1930s. He wanted an
enclosed two-place plane and something lighter and more
comfortable than the open cockpit biplanes of the 1920s.
Hence the name Monocoupe represents a high single
“mono” wing and “coupe” came from the auto world
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meaning enclosed cabin. The Monocoupe stood tall as it
was the first truly high performance airplane available to
the average person. From 1927 until 1950 the Monocoupe
Company produced 17 different models of which the
Model 90 and Model 110 are the ones we remember.
S o how did the
Monocoupe become the
airplane of the 1930’s?
Johnny Livingston bought
the first Model 110
Monocoupe (Baby Ruth)
and raced it in the
Chicago and Cleveland air
races - won so many races
that he made himself and
the Monocoupe famous.
Famous like the car races
and drivers of today. He
was continually making
improvements. One of his
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techniques was whitewashing the airplane and
then flying it through a rain cloud. After landing, he would
carefully note the airflow disturbances from the resulting
streaking. He also took the Model 110 back to the factory
and had them clip 10 feet off the wingspan to reduce drag.
He had the engine replaced with a Warner
145 horsepower which increased the
speed from 160 to over 200 miles per
hour. This was the start of seven clippedwing Monocoupes out of a total of 771
produced. Johnny Livingston is reputed
to be Richard Bach’s muse for the 1970s
“Jonathan Livingston Seagull” movie.
Next in notoriety came Lindberg’s
personal Monocoupe which is now
hanging in the terminal at Lambert Field
in St. Louis. And finally I want to
mention the famous Monocoupe Model
110 that went under the name of “Little
Butch”. This is the one we made models
of. It was built in 1941 and its most
famous owner was Woody Edmonson. He
competed in aerobatic contests in the early 50's and flew a
lot of airshows, sometimes doing three shows at three
different airports without landing at the first two. In 1965
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John McCulloch (remember this name), an Eastern Airlines
captain bought Little Butch and flew it throughout the late
1960s and early 1970s in airshows. Wishing to preserve this
historic and rare airplane, John had it restored to its original
red and white paint scheme. Then he donated Little Butch
to National Air and Space Museum in 1981. It is now next
to the Boeing 707 Dash 80 at the Dullas museum.

since the middle 1950's. So after a life of Monocoupes he
got the idea of employing a Russian Vedneyev M-14 400
HP radial engine in the Monocoupe. John proposed his idea
to his close friends, the Kimball brothers who are
responsible for the Pitts Model 12s. Remember that Ben
Morphew built a Model 12 and knows the Kimballs very
well. So the Kimball’s designed a slightly up-scaled

The final post-war Monocoupes 90AL’s replaced that
bulldog round engine look with a far more efficient flat
engine (Lycoming). And in1999 Aviat in Wyoming
resurrects the Monocoupe 110 with upgrades for the next
millennium. And of course, it had a flat engine. While
both were good looking airplanes they lacked the charisma
of the radials so they disappeared. Just an idea, how would
a Monocoupe look with the Rotec’s R3600 9 cylinder
150hp radial?
Now for some airplanes that derive their heritage from the
famous Monocoupes. Back to the 1930s, Benny Howard
took a short hop in Johnnie Livingston’s Clipwing
Monocoupe, and was convinced that it was a winner. So
Benny up scaled the Clipwing to handle a 450 HP Pratt and
Whitney and proceeded to win the Bendix Trophy. He
called it "Mr. Mulligan". Once again, we all built models
of Mr. Mulligan. Today, there are two Mr. Mulligans. We
saw the second one at Oshkosh many years ago as it is an
exact replica created by Jim Younkin. Today, it is in
Younkin’s Arkansas museum.
With the Monocoupe Model 110 and Mr. Mulligan
replica, what is next? During the 1990s Jim Younkin set
out to build a more faithful 25% up-scaled version of the
Clipwing, still powered by the 450 HP P&W R-985 engine.
And he called them "Mullicoupes”. The 4th Younkin
Mullicoupe is currently going together in Stein Bruch’s
(SteinAir instrument panels) shop in Farmington,
Minnesota. These were the most fantastic fire-breathing
planes in the air at Oshkosh. They were big and great
looking.
With this as an introduction, let's get to the
"McCullocoupe" and John McCulloch. Yes the same John
McCulloch responsible for Little Butch being in the Air and
Space museum. He also has the distinction of being the
highest time Clipwing Monocoupe pilot. John is singlemindedly Monocoupes, having owned and flown Coupes
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(maybe 10%) Clipwing that would accept the M-14. And
of course that is how it got the name, "McCullocoupe".
Look closely on the cowling and you will see the words
“Bad Butch” are inscribed. Wow, how fitting for the
vernacular of today. This bird is not much bigger than the
1930s Model 110 with the 145 hp Warner, yet it has 400
horses. You have concluded correctly, the McCullocoupe is
a real performer. And the build quality is Oshkosh award
winning.
First flight was in 2004. But John never really displayed
it to any degree at the major airshows. So for most of us it
was a sleeper Monocoupe derivative. When John decided
to sell the McCullocoupe, all the past sign-posts pointed
towards Ben Morphew as being heir apparent. Without a
doubt he is the best person to become the care-taker of this
significant airplane and get the attention it deserves. Ben
has already taken the McCullocoupe to the 2012 Sun-NFun where it received a lot of interest. Next will be
Oshkosh this summer where it will be parked near the Pitts
Model 12 area.
When Ben is in the pattern at Aero
Country and you see the McCullocoupe, it is a time travel
experience back to the 1930s. The profile of that airplane
in downwind will really get your attention. With the
McCullocoupe being Ben’s 50th airplane, I defy him to
come up with something that tops this one.
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VFR Cross Country
By Norm Biron

It had been several years since I had seen my mother so
Helen and I decided to fly to Maine in June for her 92nd
birthday.
In the past we used our Piper Warrior on long cross
country flights. The Warrior was an IFR certified airplane
equipped with two VORs, a COM radio, a DME, an ADF
and a transponder. We had also upgraded the avionics in the
airplane by installing a VFR Garmin GNC 250XL GPS/
COM that was used to backup the VORs, DME and COM
radio. Before leaving for a long cross country we would
purchase all the current aviation charts and manuals for our
intended route. We carried a separate flight bag just for
charts and manuals. We would chart our intended route
following airways on the paper charts. When we had to
deviate from our intended route we would find ourselves
having to buy more charts and manuals during the trip.
Since Helen is an IFR rated pilot she would always obtain
a weather briefing from flight service and file an IFR flight
plan before each flight. This gave her the opportunity to fly
actual IFR or if the weather was good, practice IFR
procedures and remain IFR current. I was content being the
copilot helping with the radios and doing the navigation.
We sold the Warrior last year so we used the Glastar for
this trip. The Glastar is a VFR only airplane which required
that we fly this cross country trip following VFR flight
rules. The Glastar is equipped with a Garmin GNC 250XL
GPS/COM, a Garmin SL40 COM and a Garmin 327
transponder. We also have a portable Garmin GPSMAP 396
with XM weather service in the airplane that we use for
primary navigation, terrain and obstacle avoidance and for
in flight weather.
We decided not to buy any aviation charts and manuals
for this trip but use my Apple IPAD with the Foreflight
application service that provided us with current aviation
charts and manuals. Foreflight was used for all our flight
planning, on the ground weather and in flight reference
data. Before leaving I updated the Garmin GNC 250XL
data card with the current Nav data base and downloaded
all the current Foreflight VFR charts, Airport Database,
Taxi Diagrams and A/FD for our intended route. (47
downloads).
In flight planning we decided to fly direct, from airport to
airport, rather than use airways and avoiding restricted
airspaces and diverting for weather when applicable. With
Foreflight we were able to obtain forecast and current
weather products on the ground before each flight. Since
we were flying under VFR flight rules the weather products
such as visibility, ceiling and sky coverage were of more
interest to us than in the past.
All of the FBOs and hotels that we stopped at along our
route had Wi-Fi and we were able to plan our course for the
next leg of our trip in Foreflight with updated and current
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weather products before each flight. This eliminated the
need to get a weather briefing from flight service and since
we didn’t have to call them we also didn’t file any VFR
fight plans. We simply called departure control before or as
we were leaving the airport and requested VFR Flight
Follow. They all immediately issued us a squawk code for
our transponder and we were in communication with air
traffic control for the duration of our flight, being cleared
through the controlled airspaces as we encountered them.
We generally had good VFR conditions during our trip
and we were not delayed or deviated very much from our
intended course for weather. We encountered low ceilings
and low visibility twice, both in mountainous areas
(actually hills), but were able to navigate through them
below the clouds, maintaining VFR minimum while
referencing the VFR charts on the IPAD for highest
elevation in the area and watching the GPSMAP 396
Terrain page for obstacles. In the past we simply would
have flown above the clouds. Air Traffic Control in Boston
kept asking us where the base of the clouds were as we
were crossing the White Mountains in New Hampshire and
instructing us to maintain VFR minimums.
Since we didn’t have any paper charts and manuals, the
IPAD was used when flying to look at the aviation charts
and obtain airport information along our route. After flying
for over six hours the first day of our trip, the battery in the
IPAD was getting low so we shut it down and turned it on
only when we needed it. This problem was quickly
corrected when we arrived in Maine where I purchased a
car power adapter for the IPAD from RadioShack which I
plug in the power outlet below my instrument panel in the
airplane. This car power adapter had an additional USB
port which could simultaneously charge a second device.
This solved another problem and allowed me to charge my
IPOD which I use in the airplane to play music through the
intercom.
In addition to providing airport flight information
Foreflight also provides additional information relating to
airport services such as FBOs hours of operation, gas
prices, local lodging, attractions, restaurants and taxi or car
rentals availability. This information was very helpful in
planning our stops and overnight stays. The information
however was not always accurate. Both of the FBO that we
stopped at for the night indicated that they were 24 hour
operations when in fact they were not. When we arrived at
Airmet Systems on Rickenbacker International airport in
Columbus, Ohio at 5:30 PM they were closed. There was a
single small airplane on the ramp with the door open with
no one around and all the FBO doors locked. When we
were discussing our options, the pilot of the airplane came
out of the FBO and informed us that the FBO had just
recently changed their hours of operations. She was a
charter pilot for the FBO and preparing for a 7:00 PM
flight. She showed us where we could tie down for the
night and offered to drive us to a nearby hotel where we
could stay for the night. At the hotel she made sure that the
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hotel gave us their corporate rate and indicated that she
would leave a message at the FBO for someone to contact
us later that night and make arrangement for the next
morning. As we were settling in for the night in our hotel
room John from the FBO called to apologize for being
closed and told us that the FBO opened at 7:00 AM but he
started work at 4:00 AM and would pick as up at any time
after that at the hotel, refuel our airplane and get us on our
way as early as we wanted. They were forecasting rain and
thunderstorm approaching from the west for the next
morning so we told John that we would call him when we
were ready to leave. When we woke up the next morning at
5:30 AM we checked the weather and decided that if we
got moving we could leave the area to the east before the
storms arrived. We called John who picked us up at the
hotel, refueled the airplane and had us ready to leave before
7:00 AM.
We arrived at the other FBO Mid America Jet on
Owensboro- Daviess County airport in Owensboro,
Kentucky late in the afternoon. They were opened but they
informed us that they opened at 7:00 AM in the morning. If
we wanted to leave earlier it would cost $100.00 to open
early for us. We decided not to take them up on their offer.
We were tired so we had the airplane refueled, tied it down
ourselves on the ramp with our own tie downs (they didn’t
have any), took a taxi to a hotel in town since none of the
local hotels provided a shuttle service and they didn’t have
a courtesy car. The taxi driver never got out of the taxi to
help with our bags. We were happy to leave Owensboro the
next morning after 7:00 AM never to return.
With current technology, VFR cross country can be very
safe and enjoyable. Weather products are readily available
and flight planning is a lot easier than it use to be. With
flight following you can be in constant communications
with air traffic control while flying over unknown territory
and not have the hassle of filing, opening and closing VFR
flight plans.

The Glastar flew two people comfortably with all the
baggage we wanted to carry over 3300 miles in 25 hours
averaging 8.4 gallons per hour on the trip. Not bad for a
home built airplane.
The highlight of the trip was giving my mother her first
small airplane ride on her 92nd birthday (she is the first Old
Eagles that I have flown) and visiting our favorite location
in Maine, a small park overlooking the harbor in Camden.

Camden Harbor

Other Upcoming Events
By Michael Stephan

Saturday, August 4: 1st Saturday Coffee and Donuts.
Collin County Regional Airport. We're having Free
coffee and donuts for everyone Chuck Roberts Hangar
(#2520) in the McKinney Hangars Association area. (9am)
Saturday, August 25: Fly-In / Drive-In Pancake Breakfast
and WINGS Seminar Granbury Municipal Airport. 4th
Saturday Fly-In / Drive-In Pancake Breakfast (0800-1000)
and a WINGS Seminar (0900-1100).
Saturday September 8: Pecan Plantation Fall Fly-in
(0TX1). Lunch, Aircraft Showcase, Flly-bys, Young Eagles.
(9:30 - 4:00) www.eaa983.org
Saturday, September 15: Flights of Our Fathers Fly-In
BFTS Museum, Terrell, TX, USA 7:00am - 5:00pm.
Saluting veterans of all branches of the services;
recognizing the honor and valor of our fallen service men
and women, and the ultimate sacrifice of five young men
from the City of Terrell.

Norm taking his mother for her first small airplane ride.

August 2012

Saturday October 20: Cedar Mills Splash In and Safety
Seminar. Cedar Mills Texas.
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389:-A.B'=-A23(-$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$K?'-?J/-?A//
Technical Counselors +/-(*?&3./?#23(-&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&')/-'0'-'/(A
Brad Roberts
214-351-0475
4(0?370&'$C">3/('"#/
V%;O&[+-.$2.#&&
@5<(#-7/731
U+4&V6#$2:$;42.4&
&&')/-?'K-=)J?
Mel
Asberry
metro
972-784-7544
Safety Officer
L.%&!2`.##O&-.:#+&
L$56;.%&3:."6;4&
L;#N$4&H#+::
n168tx@flytx.net
Mel Asberry metro 972-784-7544
I">31$H&1'(/$C""#573&-"#
389:-A.B'=-A23(-$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$K?'-?J/-?A//
+/-(*?&3./?#23(-&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&')/-'0'-'/(A
7'8)6%9')+((:'$$)
*+,#"--./,01'",&'23(-$$$$$$$$')/-?'=-K))?
Michael
Stephan
214-232-2405
n168tx@flytx.net
U+4&V6#$2:$;42.4&
&&')/-?'K-=)J? _$-&h,$44&
L$56;.%&3:."6;4&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&')/-'0'-'/(A
Michael
Hoye
972-771-8162
WebGGG2(&&89:2"#1
site Editors
JK>733L.1+&7'20"+&&&&&&&&&&&&&K?'-?JJ-'AK0
L;#N$4&H#+::
I">31$H&1'(/$C""#573&-"#
Marvin
Brott
214-726-9117
7'8)6%9')+((:'$$)
Pete
Miller
*+,#"--./,01'",&'23(-$$$$$$$$')/-?'=-K))?
_$-&h,$44&
pmbrott@sbcglobal.net
Clay Romeiser
L$56;.%&3:."6;4&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&')/-'0'-'/(A
GGG2(&&89:2"#1
Y.&F+,%9&%$I.&:+&-;I.&O+,&;F;#.&:6;:&;2&;%F;O2B&$4&";2:B&"#.2.4:B&;49&7,:,#.B&;4O&5+--,4$5;:$+42&$22,.9&`O&\8".#$-.4:;%&!$#5#;7:&!22+5$;:$+4B&V6;":.#&)=JB&145CB&#.M;#9%.22&+7&:6.&7+#-B&
JK>733L.1+&7'20"+&&&&&&&&&&&&&K?'-?JJ-'AK0
Membership
Young Eagles Coordinator
7+#-;:B&;49j+#&-.9$;&,2.9B&F6$56&$45%,9.2B&`,:&$2&4+:&%$-$:.9&:+B&X;4M;#&\56+.2&;49&;,9$+j&N$9.+&#.5+#9$4M2&$2&"#.2.4:.9&+4%O&$4&:6.&%$M6:&+7&;&5%.;#$4M&6+,2.&+7&$9.;2B&+"$4$+42B&;49&".#k
Michael
Stephan 214-232-2405
2+4;%&.8".#$.45.&;55+,4:2C&!4O+4.&,2$4M&$9.;2B&+"$4$+42B&$47+#-;:$+4B&.:5C&9+.2&2+&;:&:6.$#&+F4&9$25#.:$+4&;49&#$2IC&W6.#.7+#.B&4+&#.2"+42$`$%$:O&+#&%$;`$%$:O&$2&.8"#.22.9B&+#&$-"%$.9B&;49&
Jim Quinn
972-788-2593
O+,&;#.&F$:6+,:&#.5+,#2.&:+&;4O+4.C&!4O&.N.4:&;44+,45.9&;49j+#&%$2:.9&6.#.$4&$2&9+4.&2+&;2&;&-;::.#&+7&$47+#-;:$+4&+4%O&;49&9+.2&4+:&5+42:$:,:.&;""#+N;%B&2"+42+#26$"B&$4N+%N.-.4:B&
Y.&F+,%9&%$I.&:+&-;I.&O+,&;F;#.&:6;:&;2&;%F;O2B&$4&";2:B&"#.2.4:B&;49&7,:,#.B&;4O&5+--,4$5;:$+42&$22,.9&`O&\8".#$-.4:;%&!$#5#;7:&!22+5$;:$+4B&V6;":.#&)=JB&145CB&#.M;#9%.22&+7&:6.&7+#-B&
mstephan@shr.net
Jquinn3@gmail.com
5+4:#+%&+#&9$#.5:$+4&+7&;4O&.N.4:&>:6$2&$45%,9.2&<26I+26DC&H+::+-&%$4.B&F.&;#.&#.2"+42$`%.&7+#&4+:6$4MC&^%.;2.&#.;9B&%$2:.4B&.4Z+OB&;49&`.&5;#.7,%&+,:&:6.#.C

7+#-;:B&;49j+#&-.9$;&,2.9B&F6$56&$45%,9.2B&`,:&$2&4+:&%$-$:.9&:+B&X;4M;#&\56+.2&;49&;,9$+j&N$9.+&#.5+#9$4M2&$2&"#.2.4:.9&+4%O&$4&:6.&%$M6:&+7&;&5%.;#$4M&6+,2.&+7&$9.;2B&+"$4$+42B&;49&".#k
2+4;%&.8".#$.45.&;55+,4:2C&!4O+4.&,2$4M&$9.;2B&+"$4$+42B&$47+#-;:$+4B&.:5C&9+.2&2+&;:&:6.$#&+F4&9$25#.:$+4&;49&#$2IC&W6.#.7+#.B&4+&#.2"+42$`$%$:O&+#&%$;`$%$:O&$2&.8"#.22.9B&+#&$-"%$.9B&;49&
We would
like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and
future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form,
O+,&;#.&F$:6+,:&#.5+,#2.&:+&;4O+4.C&!4O&.N.4:&;44+,45.9&;49j+#&%$2:.9&6.#.$4&$2&9+4.&2+&;2&;&-;::.#&+7&$47+#-;:$+4&+4%O&;49&9+.2&4+:&5+42:$:,:.&;""#+N;%B&2"+42+#26$"B&$4N+%N.-.4:B&
!"#$%&'()'&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&*+%,-.&/0&122,.&/&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
&))format,
and/or5+4:#+%&+#&9$#.5:$+4&+7&;4O&.N.4:&>:6$2&$45%,9.2&<26I+26DC&H+::+-&%$4.B&F.&;#.&#.2"+42$`%.&7+#&4+:6$4MC&^%.;2.&#.;9B&%$2:.4B&.4Z+OB&;49&`.&5;#.7,%&+,:&:6.#.C
media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience
accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to
anyone. Any
event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter
of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event
(this
!"#$%&'()'&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&*+%,-.&/0&122,.&/&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
&))
includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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PO Box 168
Addison, TX 75001-168

DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM
New Member
Renewal
Info Change
Membership dues for EAA Dallas
Chapter 168 are $20/year.
Make checks payable to EAA
Chapter 168
Mail application to:
EAA Dallas Chapter 168
PO Box 168
Addison, TX 75001-0168

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address

City!

State!

Phone Home:!

Work

Zip

email address
EAA # !

Exp date:

(Chapter 168 membership requires National EAA membership)

National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
PO Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA Membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax: (920) 426-6761

Pilot/A&P Ratings
I am interested in
helping with:

!
!
!
!
!

Fly-Ins
Programs
Newsletter
Young Eagles
Officer

Plane, Projects (%complete) and Interests:

